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Concept/Structure: 

The nature shows that diversity is the major source for its richness. The same goes for our daily lives 

and the future that is to come. Overcoming constraints represents one of the approaches to build 

diverse and therefore rich societies, echoing David Mitchell’s quote: “All boundaries are conventions 

waiting to be transcended”.  Conventions are multilayered, spanning almost all life areas. One of the 

tools to foster change within these layers is to question, shake and replace status quos. 

When Extremes (e-) Merge is an arts project aimed at using the power of diversity and experiment 

in order to develop unprecedented art contexts, subsequent intellectual discourses and 

performance characteristics. 

We hold geo-political maps - the dislocation of the states - as the visual representations of 

stereotypes and trends to be spread; on the other hand, we refer to them as to the roadmaps – 

providing the possibility to devise the strategies to encourage the shifts in the existing awareness of 

general societies and “to build the paradox”. Therefore, When Extremes (e-) Merge comprises 3 

countries, located on different edges of continental Europe: Georgia – located on the crossroads of 

Eastern Europe and Western Asia, Norway – hosting the North Cape and and Portugal – Europe’s 

West coast.  

Although the increased intensity of information exchange and human mobility in the 21st century 

blurs the borders between different states and nations, there are still number of “dependences” 

between a state and its surroundings... sometimes these “dependencies” result in forming the labels 

(such as “post-Soviet”) further provoking stereotypes and disabling the states/nations in question to 

overcome ongoing political, economic, and social challenges.  

The project connects Georgia, Norway and Portugal through mixing their cultural resources (both, 

human and creativity). During the implementation process the know-hows, best practices and 

“indigenous characteristics” of each participant countries will be channeled through the 

geographical triangle resulting in win-win situation and the creation of the added value for each 

country. 

In reference to the ultimate goal of the project – developing unprecedented art contexts, 

subsequent intellectual discourse and performance characteristics – the project has following 

objectives: 

1. Promote transnational mobility of creative force 

The core of Cultural and Creative Industries is intellectual property and copyright, respectively. 

Intellectual property stems from individual’s creative endeavor, placing the individual itself in the 

core of creative processes. Therefore, investing in the development of creative individuals serves as 
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the basis for strengthening the creative sector in general. One of the ways to support the 

professional development of creative professionals is to enable them to experience new working 

environments, collaborate with the colleagues with different backgrounds, etc. Therefore, providing 

the opportunities for creative professionals to travel, share experiences and learn something new 

from their peers and get inspired are the fundamentals for developing contemporary culture and for 

expending intellectual discourse. 

2. Encourage the development of innovative business models (2 layers) & Engage the 

audiences in intellectual discourse 

The concept of the project and particularly its structure represents experimental business model 

itself: constant change of variables (creative professionals, host/technical staff and environments) 

produce experimental working process. This instrumental approach serves to prove that “exploiting” 

diversity results in new perspectives to be born in the global arts world. 

On the second layer, the participants will be encouraged to come up with alternative models to 

communicate general audiences and creativity. Promoting this trend should result in developing 

innovative platforms where society will have the chance to engage in intellectual/critical discourse 

with the support of contemporary arts.  

3. Strengthen the role of intermediate arts professions 

Along with the artists, number of creative professionals (curators, art historians/critics and 

managers) play vital role in forming contemporary culture. Usually, their function is underestimated 

and regarded as complementary. In reality, they are the ones, who intervene the creative process at 

the most “fragile” stage – when it is to mediate between general society and the artistic utterances. 

Usually, their contribution exceeds the “technical” tasks and is all about creativity. Since it is all 

about creativity (in addition to appropriating managerial skills) having the opportunity to work in 

new environments and people and having an access to inspirations sources are crucial for the 

healthy functionality of the art world.  

 

Reflecting the objectives, following activities are envisaged in the frames of the project: 

1. Research residencies for the group of creative professionals: 

Based on an open call, two groups will be formed in each country (Georgia, Norway, Portugal), 

comprising 1 curator, 1 art historian/critic and 1 art manager. The groups from each country will 

travel in other partner countries for a determined period of time in order to contemplate, research 

and evaluate contemporary art context in the host country. At the end of their residency 

programme, the group will be asked to develop the creative platform, where they showcase local 

(host country’s) creative processes/artworks. Although they will have the chance to organize the 

exhibition, they will be strongly encouraged to think about alternative and innovative ways to 

develop their project.  

Throughout the residency program, the delegation will be provided with the meetings with local 

state, quasi-state and non-governmental arts organisations, visits at freelance artists’ studios, 

meetings with art critics, gallerists, etc. This will help them to come up with the features of the 

creative platform they will develop at the end of their residency program. While curators and art 

historians/critics will have the chance to research and develop theoretical framework, art managers 



will have the opportunity to learn/share their knowledge in respect to the new working 

environments.  

2. Creative social platforms 

The immediate outcomes of the project are 6 creative social platforms to be developed, organized 

by guest delegations of creative professionals and the host organizations (technical support). The 

format of the platforms are upon the decision of the guest delegations, however, they will be 

strongly encouraged (with the support of in-situ professional trainings) to develop the platforms, 

which exceed the conventional format of contemporary art exhibitions. The main aim of these 

platforms is to communicate local artistic utterances with local audiences, when the concept, 

structure and format are defined by the guest arts delegations from the partner countries.  

As a result, in the frames of the project 6 creative platforms will be developed, followed by the 

constantly developed permanent e-platform (the project webpage – 

www.whenextremesemegre.network ). Via the e-platform international audience will have the 

chance to “visit” implemented creative platforms and learn about the project, in general. 
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